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Abstract. In this paper we present REG, a graph approach to study a fundamental problem of Natural Language Processing: the automatic summarization of documents. The algorithm models a document as a graph, to obtain weighted sentences. We applied this approach to the INEX@QA 2010 task (question-answering). To do it, we have extracted the terms from the queries, in order to obtain a list of terms related with the main topic of the question. Using this strategy, REG obtained good results with the automatic evaluation system FRESA.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays automatic summarization is a very prominent research topic. We can define summary as “a condensed version of a source document having a recognizable genre and a very specific purpose: to give the reader an exact and concise idea of the contents of the source” (Saggion and Lapalme, 2002: 497). Summaries can be divided into “extracts”, if they contain the most important sentences extracted from the original text (ex. Edmundson, 1969; Nanba and Okumura, 2000; Gaizauskas et al., 2001; Lal and Reger, 2002; Torres-Moreno et al., 2002) and “abstracts”, if these sentences are re-written or paraphrased, generating a new text (ex. Ono et al., 1994; Paice, 1990; Radev, 1999). Most of the automatic summarization systems are extractive. These systems are useful in several domains: medical (ex. Johnson et al., 2002 Afantenos et al., 2005; da Cunha et al., 2007; Vivaldi et al., 2010), legal (ex. Farzindar et al., 2004), journalistic (ex. Abracos and Lopes, 1997; Fuentes et al., 2004), etc. One of the tasks where these extractive summarization systems could help is question-answering. The objective of the INEX@QA 2010 track is to evaluate a difficult question-answering task, where questions are very precise (expecting short answers) or very complex (expecting long answers, including several sentences). In this second task is where
automatic summarization systems could help. The used corpus in this track contains all the texts included into the English Wikipedia. The expected answers are automatic summaries of less than 500 words exclusively made of aggregated passages extracted from the Wikipedia corpus. The evaluation of the answers will be automatic, using the automatic evaluation system FRESA (Torres-Moreno et al., 2010a, 2010b, Saggion et al., 2010), and manual (evaluating syntactic incoherence, unsolved anaphora, redundancy, etc.). To carry out this task, we have decided to use REG (Torres-Moreno and Ramirez, 2010; Torres-Moreno et al., 2010), an automatic summarization system based on graphs. We have performed some expansions of the official INEX@QA 2010 queries, detecting the terms they contain automatically, in order to obtain a list of terms related with the main topic of all the questions.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we show REG, the summarization system we have used for our experiments. In Section 3 we explain how we have carried out the terms extraction of the queries. In Section 4 we present the experimental settings and results. Finally, in Section 5, we expose some conclusions.

2 The REG system

REG (Torres-Moreno and Ramirez, 2010; Torres-Moreno et al. 2010) is an Enhanced Graph summarizer (REG) for extract summarization, using a graph approach. The strategy of this system has two main stages: a) to carry out an adequate representation of the document and b) to give a weight to each sentence of the document. In the first stage, the system makes a vectorial representation of the document. In the second stage, the system uses a greedy optimization algorithm. The summary generation is done with the concatenation of the most relevant sentences (previously scored in the optimization stage).

REG algorithm contains three modules. The first one carries out the vectorial transformation of the text with filtering, lemmatization/stemming and normalization processes. The second one applies the greedy algorithm and calculates the adjacency matrix. We obtain the score of the sentences directly from the algorithm. Therefore, sentences with more score will be selected as the most relevant. Finally, the third module generates the summary, selecting and concatenating the relevant sentences. The first and second modules use CORTEX (Torres-Moreno et al., 2002), a system that carries out an unsupervised extraction of the relevant sentences of a document using several numerical measures and a decision algorithm.

3 Terms extraction

The first procedure for obtaining the query terms has been to found the main topic of the questions. This has been obtained by finding the terms candidate present in every query. Terms are usually defined as lexical units to designate concepts in a domain. The detection of these units is a complex task mainly
because terms adopt all word formation rules in a given language [22]. Also, as mentioned in the term definition itself, it is necessary to confirm that a given lexical unit belong to the domain of interest. Due to the difficulties to verify this condition it is usual to refer the results obtained by an extractor as term candidates instead of just “terms”. In this context we have used the basic procedure for obtaining term candidates in the field of term extraction. Such candidates are typically obtained by using the morphosyntactic terminological patterns for any given language (see [23, 24]), English in this case.

As the queries do not belong to any specific domain it is not possible determine the termhood of the retrieved candidates.

Considering that questions are very short, only a few candidates are obtained by such procedure; therefore, they have a high probability to be the main topic of the question.

For example, for the query “How does GLSL unify vertex and fragment processing in a single instruction set?”, we consider the terms “glsl”, “vertex processing”, “fragment processing” and “single instruction set”. But for the query “Who is Eiffel?”, there are not any term, only the proper name “Eiffel?”.

4 Experiments Settings and Results

In this study, we used the document sets made available during the Initiative for the Evaluation of XML retrieval (INEX) 2010\(^1\), in particular on the INEX 2010 QA Track (QA@INEX). These sets of documents where provided by the search engine Indri.\(^2\) REG has produced multidocument summaries using sets of 30, 40 and 50 of the documents provided by Indri using all the queries of the track.

To evaluate the efficiency of REG over the INEX@QA corpus, we have used the FRESA package.

Table 1 shows an example of the results obtained by REG using 50 documents as input. The query that the summary should answer in this case was the number 2009006. This table presents REG results in comparison with an intelligent baseline (Baseline summary), and two simple baselines, that is, summaries including random n-grams (Random unigram) and 5-grams (Random 5-gram). We observe that our system is always better than these two simple baselines, but in comparison with the first one the performance is variable.

5 Conclusions

We have presented the REG summarization system, an extractive summarization algorithm that models a document as a graph, to obtain weighted sentences. We applied this approach to the INEX@QA 2010 task, extracting the terms from

---

\(^1\) [http://www.inex.otago.ac.nz/](http://www.inex.otago.ac.nz/)

\(^2\) Indri is a search engine from the Lemur project, a cooperative work between the University of Massachusetts and Carnegie Mellon University in order to build language modelling information retrieval tools: [http://www.lemurproject.org/indri/](http://www.lemurproject.org/indri/)
Table 1. Example of REG results using 50 documents as input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution type</th>
<th>unigram</th>
<th>bigram with 2-gap</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline summary</td>
<td>22.64989</td>
<td>31.70850</td>
<td>28.81255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random unigram</td>
<td>18.18043</td>
<td>28.25213</td>
<td>24.95928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random 5-gram</td>
<td>17.47178</td>
<td>26.33253</td>
<td>23.61437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submitted summary</td>
<td>22.77755</td>
<td>32.06325</td>
<td>29.12595</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the queries, in order to obtain a list of terms related with the main topic of the question.

Our experiments have shown that the system is always better than the two simple baselines, but in comparison with the first one the performance is variable. We think this is due to the fact that some queries are long and they have several terms we could extract, but there are some queries that are very short and the term extraction is not possible or very limited. Nevertheless, we consider that, over the INEX-2010 corpus, REG obtained good results in the automatic evaluations, but now it is necessary to wait for the human evaluation and the evaluation of other systems to compare with.
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